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A note on knot Floer homology of links
YI NI
Ozsváth and Szabó proved that knot Floer homology determines the genera of knots in
S3 . We will generalize this deep result to links in homology 3–spheres, by adapting
their method. Our proof relies on a result of Gabai and some constructions related
to foliations. We also interpret a theorem of Kauffman in the world of knot Floer
homology, hence we can compute the top filtration term of the knot Floer homology
for alternative links.
57R58, 53D40; 57M27, 57R30
1 Introduction
The central problem in knot theory is the classification of knots and links. In order
to study this problem, people have introduced a lot of invariants. Among them, knot
Floer homology seems to be particularly interesting. This invariant was introduced
by Ozsva´th and Szabo´ in [14], and independently by Rasmussen in [18], as part of
Ozsva´th and Szabo´’s Heegaard Floer theory.
One remarkable feature of knot Floer homology is that it detects the genus in the
case of classical knots, Ozsva´th and Szabo´ [13, Theorem 1.2], namely, the genus of a
classical knot is the highest nontrivial filtration level of the knot Floer homology. A
direct corollary is: knot Floer homology detects the unknot. Even this corollary has its
own interest.
In this paper, we will generalize this deep result to links in homology 3–spheres. Our
main theorem is the following.
Theorem 1.1 Suppose L is an oriented link in a closed 3–manifold Z with H1.Z/D
0. jLj denotes the number of components of L, and .L/ denotes the maximal Euler
characteristic of the Seifert surface bounded by L. Then
jLj  .L/
2
Dmaxfi j1HFK .Z;L; i/¤ 0g:
In particular, knot Floer homology detects trivial links in homology 3–spheres.
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Remark 1.2 When Z D S3 , the Euler characteristic of1HFK .S3;L/ gives rise to
the Alexander–Conway polynomial L.t/ (see Ozsva´th–Szabo´ [14]). But knot Floer
homology certainly contains more information than L.t/. For example, when L is a
boundary link, L is 0, while our theorem implies1HFK .S3;L/ is nontrivial.
Our paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we give some background on Heegaard Floer theory, especially some
useful remarks about links.
In Section 3 we will state a result of Gabai in [7], which allows us to prove the main
theorem for knots in homology spheres immediately. But in order to study links, we
need some constructions related to foliations. As a consequence of the constructions, we
can embed a certain 3–manifold into a symplectic 4–manifold with a “good” symplectic
structure. Results in this section have their own interest.
Section 4 will be devoted to the proof of our main theorem for links. Our argument is
not much different from Ozsva´th and Szabo´’s original one.
In Section 5, we interpret a theorem of Kauffman on alternative links, using the language
of knot Floer homology. Hence we can compute the top filtration term of the knot
Floer homology for alternative links. This section is independent of our main result.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Heegaard Floer theory
We will briefly include some background on Heegaard Floer theory here, a survey of
Heegaard Floer theory can be found in Ozsva´th–Szabo´ [12].
For any closed oriented 3–manifold Y , and a Spinc structure s on Y , Ozsva´th and
Szabo´ associate a package of Floer homologies: HF1.Y; s/, HFC.Y; s/, HF .Y; s/,bHF .Y; s/, HFred.Y; s/: These are topological invariants of .Y; s/. Furthermore, the
homologies (except bHF .Y; s/) admit an action U , which lowers degree by 2. So these
groups are ZŒU –modules. When s is torsion, one can equip an absolute Q–grading
to these groups.
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This theory is functorial. Namely, if we have a cobordism W from Y1 to Y2 , r is a
Spinc structure on W , si is the restriction of r on Yi , then there is a homomorphism
(1) FıW ; rW HFı.Y1 ; s1/!HFı.Y2 ; s2/:
Here HFı denotes any one of the five homologies. When s1; s2 are both torsion,
Fı
W ;r shifts degree by
(2)
c1.r/
2  2.W /  3.W /
4
:
Moreover, suppose W1 is a cobordism from Y1 to Y2 , W2 is a cobordism from Y2 to
Y3 , W DW1[Y2W2 , ri is a Spinc structure on Wi . Then we have the composition
law:
(3) FıW2; r2 ıFıW1; r1 D
X
r2Spinc.W /; rjWiDri
˙FıW ; r
The above Fı
W ; r is an invariant of cobordisms. In particular, when X is a closed 4–
manifold with bC
2
> 1, r 2 Spinc.X /, Ozsva´th and Szabo´ can define a mixed invariant
ˆX ; r 2 Z. ˆ behaves like, and is conjectured to agree with, the Seiberg–Witten
invariant.
When K is a null-homologous knot in Y , one can define a Z˚ Z–filtered chain
complex CFK1.Y;K/. From this chain complex, we can get some knot invariants,
one of which is called the knot Floer homology, denoted by 1HFK .Y;K/. Given a
Seifert surface of K , one can associate a filtration to1HFK .Y;K/. The summand of1HFK .Y;K/ at filtration level i is denoted by1HFK .Y;K; i/.
2.2 A few remarks about links
In [14], Ozsva´th and Szabo´ gave a well-defined correspondence from links to knots,
and the invariant for links is defined to be the invariant for the corresponding knots.
The construction is as follows: given a null-homologous oriented n–component link L
in Y , choose two points p; q on different components of L. Remove two balls at p; q ,
then glue in a 3–dimensional tube S2  I . (In [14], this S2  I is called a 1–handle,
but we would rather call it a tube.) Inside the tube, there is a band, along which we can
perform a connected sum of the two components of L containing p and q . We choose
the band so that the connected sum respects the original orientation on L. Now we
have a link in Y 3#S2S1 , with one fewer components. Repeat this construction until
we get a knot. The new knot is denoted by .L/, and the new manifold is denoted
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by .Y /D Y #.n  1/.S2 S1/. Ozsva´th and Szabo´ proved that this correspondence
.Y;L/ 7! ..Y /; .L// is well-defined.
At first sight, the above construction seems rather artificial. But as we will see, it is
pretty reasonable. As for now, we are satisfied to justify the construction by giving two
folklore propositions.
Proposition 2.1 (Adjunction Inequality) LY is an oriented link. If1HFK .Y;L; i/
¤ 0, then, for each Seifert surface F for L, we have that
i  jLj  .F /
2
:
Proof Let .F / be the Seifert surface of the knot .L/, obtained by adding jLj   1
bands to F . Then ..F // D .F /  .jLj   1/, hence jLj .F /
2
D g..F //. Our
result holds by the usual adjunction inequality for knots.
Proposition 2.2 Let L Y be an oriented fibred link, ie, Y  L fibers over the circle,
and the fiber is a Seifert surface F of L. Then1HFK .Y;L; jLj  .F /
2
/Š Z:
Proof Suppose p; q 2 L are two points in different components. Add a tube R D
S2  I to Y with feet at p; q , and perform the band-connected sum operation to L,
we get a new link L0  Y #S2  S1 . Its Seifert surface F 0 is obtained by adding a
band B to F .
F is connected, hence we can find an arc  F connecting p to q . A neighborhood of
 in F is a rectangle D , we choose D so that B[D is an annulus A. N DNd.R[ /
is a punctured S2S1 , we can isotope F 0 slightly so that F 0\@N DD , F 0\N DA.
Cap off the boundary sphere of N by a ball, the new manifold is denoted by bN . Now
@A is a fibred link in bN , with fiber A, and .Y #S2S1;L0/ is obtained by plumbing
the two fibred links .Y;L/, . bN ; @A/. It is well-known that .Y #S2 S1;L0/ is also
fibred. This fact was first proved by Stallings in [20], using algebraic method. A
geometric proof can be found in Gabai [6], where it is also shown that if L0 is fibred
then so is L.
The above proof shows that ..Y /; .L// is a fibred knot, now we use Ozsva´th–Szabo´
[17, Theorem 1.1].
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2.3 Kauffman states for links
The material in this subsection will be used in Section 5, not in the proof of our main
theorem.
There is no known algorithm to compute the invariants in Heegaard Floer theory. But
one can find all the generators of the chain complex in a purely combinatorial way. In
[11], Ozsva´th and Szabo´ described such a method for classical knots.
Suppose L  S3 is an oriented link. Choose a generic projection of L, we get a
4–valent graph D on S2 . D is called a diagram for L. We always choose D so that
it is connected. If we fix an edge in D , then D is called a decorated diagram.
Suppose a decorated diagram D has m vertices, then D divides S2 into mC2 regions.
Suppose A;B are the two regions sharing the distinguished edge. A Kauffman state is
a correspondence x , which associates one of the four corners at v to each vertex v of
D , so that the corners are not in A;B , and any two corners are not in the same region.
One can also associate filtration level and grading to a Kauffman state. The local
filtration level contribution Fil.x.v// at v is shown in Figure 1, and the local grading
contribution Gr.x.v// at v is shown in Figure 2. We define
Fil.x/D jLj   1
2
C
X
v2Vert.D/
Fil.x.v//;
Gr.x/D jLj   1
2
C
X
v2Vert.D/
Gr.x.v//:
When L is a knot, one can choose the chain complex 1CFK .S3;L/, so that the
generators are precisely the Kauffman states with filtration level Fil.x/ and grading
Gr.x/ [11].
0 0 0 0
 1
2
1
2
1
2
 1
2
Figure 1: Local filtration level contribution Fil.x.v//
The reader should note that, when L is a link, the Kauffman states do not correspond to
the generators of1CFK .S3;L/ in a natural way. So the notions “filtration level” and
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0 0 0 0
 1
0
1
0
Figure 2: Local grading contribution Gr.x.v//
“grading” do not make sense for links. In Section 5, we will show that, for alternative
links, the Kauffman states at the top filtration level are in one-to-one correspondence
with the generators of the corresponding knot Floer homology group, and the filtration
level and grading of the Kauffman states are equal to the filtration level and grading of
the knot Floer homology at the top filtration level.
Remark 2.3 During the course of this work, Khovanov and Rozansky posted a paper
[9], in which they associate a triply-graded cohomology to a classical link. Euler number
of this cohomology gives the HOMFLYPT polynomial. It is not known whether their
work can eventually lead to a purely combinatorial account of knot Floer homology for
classical links.
3 A few constructions related to taut foliations
Suppose M is a 3–manifold, S M is an embedded sphere. We say S is an essential
sphere if S does not bound a ball in M . M is irreducible if it does not contain any
essential sphere. Otherwise we say M is reducible. We will need the following lemma,
whose proof only involves standard arguments in 3–dimensional topology.
Lemma 3.1 Z is a closed oriented 3–manifold, L  Z is an n–component null-
homologous oriented link, .Y;K/ D ..Z/; .L//. If Z   L is irreducible, then
Y  K is irreducible.
Proof Suppose G is a Seifert surface of K with minimal genus. R1; : : : ;Rn 1 are
the tubes added to Z , P1; : : : ;Pn 1 are their belt spheres, ie, S2  point in the tube
S2  I . Assume S is an essential sphere in Y  K .
We can assume Pk ;G;S are mutually transverse. Pk\K consists of two points, hence
Pk \G consists of an arc and some circles. If C is an innermost circle in Pk   arc,
then C bounds a disk D . Cut G open along C , glue in two copies of D , and possibly
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throw away a closed component, we get a new Seifert surface G0 . G0\Pk has fewer
components than G\Pk , and .G0/ .G/. Hence we can assume Pk \G is an arc.
S \G consists of circles, each circle bounds a disk in G since G is a Seifert surface
with minimal genus. Now assume C is an innermost circle in such a disk, C bounds
D . Using D to do surgery to S , we get two spheres S1;S2 . S is essential in Y  K ,
hence one of S1;S2 must be essential, and the intersection of this sphere with G has
fewer components. Hence we can assume S is disjoint from G .
By the same argument, we can assume S is disjoint from all Pk ’s, hence S lies in
Y  [n 1
kD1Rk , which is a submanifold of Z . Hence S  Z  L. Since Z  L is
irreducible, S bounds a 3–ball, a contradiction.
Remark 3.2 Suppose F is a Seifert surface of L, with maximal Euler number. The
second paragraph in the above proof shows that, a minimal genus Seifert surface of K
can be obtained by adding n  1 bands to F .
In [13], Ozsva´th and Szabo´ proved that, for classical knots, genus is the highest
nontrivial filtration level of the knot Floer homology. Their proof relies on the existence
of a “nice” taut foliation of knot complement, which was proved by Gabai in [7]. In
the same paper, Gabai also gave another existence result for taut foliations:
Theorem 3.3 [7, Theorem 8.9] K is a null-homologous knot in Y . Y is reducible
and Y  K is irreducible. H1.Y IZ/ is torsion free. If G is a minimal genus Seifert
surface of K , then there exists a taut finite depth foliation F of Y   int.Nd.K//, such
that Fj@Nd.K/ is a foliation by circles which are longitudes, and G is a leaf of F.
Moreover, when G has genus > 1, one can arrange F to be smooth.
Remark 3.4 We briefly describe how Gabai can extend his result for classical knots
to this case. In S3 , there is a Heegaard sphere. Gabai introduced the notion of “thin
position”, hence he could use the Heegaard sphere like an essential sphere. When Y is
reducible, there is already given an essential sphere, so Gabai’s argument can proceed.
“H1.Y / is torsion free” is a technical condition, to eliminate some bad cases like the
existence of a Scharlemann cycle.
Gabai did not mention smoothness in the statement of [7, Theorem 8.9]; however, one
can obtain the smoothness conclusion when genus > 1 just as in the proof of the main
result of that paper.
Having Theorem 3.3, we can immediately prove our main theorem in the case of knots,
namely, the following result.
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Proposition 3.5 Suppose K is a knot in a closed 3–manifold Z , H1.Z/D 0. Then
g.K/Dmaxfi 2 Zj1HFK .Z;K; i/¤ 0g:
Proof If Z K is reducible, then Z KD .Z0 K/#Z00 , where Z0 K is irreducible,
and Z0;Z00 are homology spheres. Now we have1HFK .Z;K/Š1HFK .Z0;K/˝bHF .Z00/:bHF .Z00/ is nontrivial since its Euler characteristic is 1, so we reduce our problem to
.Z0;K/.
From now on, we assume Z  K is irreducible, and Z is not S3 . Consider the knot
K#K in Z#Z . We find that the conditions in Theorem 3.3 hold, namely, Y DZ#Z
is reducible, the complement of K#K is irreducible, and H1.Y / is torsion free. Hence
there exists a taut smooth foliation F of Y   int.Nd.K#K//, such that Fj@Nd.K#K/
is a foliation by longitudes.
Now we can prove our proposition for K#K , the proof is exactly same as the proof of
[13, Theorem 1.2], modulo the following Lemma 3.6. The reader can find the argument
in [13], or a more delicate but essentially same argument in the proof of our main
theorem.
By the Ku¨nneth formula for connected sums [14, Theorem 7.1], we get the desired
result for K .
Lemma 3.6 (Compare [14, Corollary 4.5]) Let K be a knot in a homology 3–sphere
Y , Yp be the manifold obtained by p–surgery on K . Let d be an integer satisfying1HFK .Y;K; i/D 0 when i  d , and suppose that d > 1. Then
HFC.Y0; d   1/D 0:
Proof Consider the bigraded chain complex C D CFK1.Y;K/. We have the short
exact sequence
0! C fi < 0 and j  d   1g  C fi  0 or j  d   1g ‰ C fi  0g ! 0;
hence a long exact sequence relating their homologies. In C fi < 0 and j  d   1g, all
summands lie at filtration levels  d . By our assumption,
H.C fi < 0 and j  d   1g/D 0:
Hence ‰ induces an isomorphism  on the level of homology.
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By [14, Theorem 4.4] (also compare [10, Theorem 2.3]), when p > 0 is a sufficiently
large integer,
H.C fi  0 or j  d   1g/ŠHFC.Yp; d   1/;
and the map ‰ coincides with the map induced by the cobordism W from Yp to Y ,
endowed with the Spinc structure r with
hc1.r/; ŒeF i D 2d   2 p:
Here F is a Seifert surface of K , and eF is a closed surface in W , obtained from F
by capping off @F in W .
According to [15, Theorem 9.19], there is an long exact sequence
   !HFC.Y0 ; d   1/  HFC.Yp ; Œd   1/ f HFC.Y /!   
We will compare  and f .
Suppose r0 2 Spinc.W / nontrivially contributes to f , then r0  r must be kPD.ŒeF /
for some integer k , where PD is the Poincare´ duality map. It is not hard to find
c21.r
0/D .2d   2 pC 2kp/
2
p
; k 2 Z:
Now by the degree shifting formula (2), f has the form  C , where  is a sum of
homogeneous maps which have lower orders than  . Since  is an isomorphism, it is
clear that  C  is also an isomorphism, hence HFC.Y0 ; d   1/D 0.
Remark 3.7 Now we can prove our main theorem for links which have connected
minimal Seifert surfaces, by a pretty trivial argument sketched as follows. If F is a
connected minimal Seifert surface of L  Z , then we can perform Murasugi sums
of F with Hopf bands, to get a knot K in Z . Using the skein exact sequence and
the adjunction inequality, we can reduce our problem to K , for which the problem is
already solved in Proposition 3.5.
In order to prove our main theorem for general links, we will do some constructions
related to foliations, contact structures and symplectic structures.
Remark 3.8 We recall the procedures in [2; 3; 4] of passing from taut foliations to
symplectic structures. Suppose G is a C 2 taut foliation of M , then there exists a
closed 2–form ! on M , so that ! does not vanish on G. Let W DM  I , define
a closed 2–form 0 D p!C "d.t˛/. Here p is the projection of W onto M , ˛ is
the 1–form defining G. Hence .W; 0/ weakly symplectically semi-fills .M;G/. The
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plane field G can be slightly perturbed to a contact structure, which is also weakly
symplectically semi-fillable.
By [2, Theorem 1.3], .W; 0/ can be symplectically embedded into a closed symplectic
manifold .X; /.
We also need the following basic operation of modifying foliations, which preserves
tautness.
Operation 3.9 (Creating or killing holonomy) Suppose G is a foliation of M ,
S1  I is an annulus in M , so that G restricts to S1  t ’s on S1  I . f W I ! I is a
homeomorphism supported in int.I/. We can cut open M along S1  I , then reglue
by idf , thus get a new foliation G0 . If G and f are smooth, then G0 is also smooth.
In order to prove our main theorem, it seems that Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.8 are not
enough. We will also need a “good” symplectic structure. The next lemma gives a way
to construct such symplectic structures.
Lemma 3.10 Let G be a smooth taut foliation of M . T1; : : : ;Tm are closed surfaces
in M . Suppose there exist simple closed curves c1; : : : ; cm , each curve is contained in
a leaf of G, and
Œci   ŒTj D ıij :
If for each curve ci , the holonomy along ci is trivial, then M can be embedded into a
closed symplectic 4–manifold .X; /, so that X DX1[M X2 , bC2 .Xj / > 0, andZ
Ti
D 0:
Proof Since the holonomy along ci is trivial, we can choose a neighborhood Nd.ci/D
S1  Œ 1; 1  Œ 1; 1, with coordinates .x;y; t/, so that restriction of G to Nd.ci/
consists of S1  Œ 1; 1 t ’s.
Let u be a bump function supported in . 1; 1/, so that R 1 1 u.t/dt D 1. Hence
'i D u.y/u.t/dy ^ dt
is a closed 2–form supported in Nd.ci/. We can extend 'i by 0 to the whole M , then
'i restricts to 0 on G, and
R
T 'i D Œci   ŒT  for any closed surface T M .
Now we perturb ! by multiples of '1; : : : ; 'm , so as to get a closed 2–form !0 , which
never vanishes on G, and satisfies
R
Ti
!0 D 0 for any i .
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As in Remark 3.8, the form
0 D p!0C "d.t˛/
is a symplectic form on M  I . Moreover, RTi 0 D 0 for any i . Hence the result
holds by Eliashberg and Etnyre’s theorem.
Notation 3.11 In the rest of this section and Section 4, we will use the following
notation. Let L be an n–component link in a homology sphere Z , n> 1, .Y;K/D
..Z/; .L//. G is a minimal genus Seifert surface of K . By Remark 3.2, we can
assume G is obtained by adding n  1 bands B1; : : : ;Bn 1 to a Seifert surface F of
L with maximal Euler characteristic. Hence .G/D .F /  .n  1/. Let bG be the
extension of G in Y0 obtained by gluing a disk to G .
Y is obtained from Z by adding n 1 (3–dimensional) tubes R1; : : : ;Rn 1 . Suppose
Pi is the belt sphere of the tube Ri . The knot K intersects Pi in exactly 2 points,
we can remove two disks from Pi at these two points, then glue in a long and thin
(2–dimensional) tube along an arc in K , so as to get a torus Ti . Ti is homologous to
Pi , but disjoint from K . Ti will play an important role in our proof.
Proposition 3.12 Notation is as above. We suppose that Z  L is irreducible, and
genus.G/ > 1. After doing connected sum with some fibred knots in S3 , we get a new
link L . We consider .Y ;K/D ..Z/; .L//, and the 0–surgered space Y 
0
. The
conclusion is: for a suitably chosen L , Y 
0
can be embedded into a closed symplectic
4–manifold .X; /, so that X DX1[Y 
0
X2 , bC2 .Xj / > 0, andZ
T 
i
D 0
for all i . Moreover,
hc1.k.//; ŒbG i D 2  2g.bG /:
Proof We first consider the case that L consists of two components K1;K2 . We
apply Theorem 3.3 to get a smooth taut foliation F on Y   int.Nd.K//. According to
Gabai [7; 5], each leaf of F intersects @Nd.K/.
P1 is the belt sphere of the (3–dimensional) tube R1 . P1 int.Nd.K// is an annulus. A
standard argument (see [21, Theorem 4]) shows that one can deform P1 so that Fj.P1 
int.Nd.K/// is a product foliation consisting of arcs. Note that Y   int.Nd.K// 
int.Nd.P1// is diffeomorphic to Z   int.Nd.L//, hence F induces a foliation E D
 1.F/ of Z   int.Nd.L//. Conversely, F is obtained by adding bands to leaves of
E.
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Each leaf of E intersects either @Nd.K1/ or @Nd.K2/. Let
Ui D fx 2Z   int.Nd.L//j the leaf containing x intersects @Nd.Ki/ g:
U1;U2 are open subsets of Z   int.Nd.L//, U1 [ U2 D Z   int.Nd.L//. Hence
U1\U2 ¤∅, which means that there exists a leaf L0 intersecting both @Nd.K1/ and
@Nd.K2/.
If there is a band B R1 , which connects L0 to itself, then there is a simple closed
curve c1  .L0/, so that Œc1  ŒT1D 1. Here .L0/ is the leaf of F that contains L0 .
Now assume that there is a band B R1 connecting L0 to a different leaf L1 . We can
suppose B \L1  @Nd.K1/. Perform connected sum of L and a trefoil T r1  S3 ,
so that T r1 is added to K1 . We get a new link L0 . E can be extended to a foliation
E0 of Z   int.Nd.L0//, so that the part of E0 , obtained from S3 T r1 , is a fibration
over the circle, with fiber a punctured torus. L0 and L1 are extended to two leaves L00
and L0
1
of E0 . Choose a non-separating circle c on the punctured torus, extend it to a
vertical annulus c  I in the fibration part, so that c  I intersects both L0
0
and L0
1
,
but c  I does not intersect the leaf containing F . Then we perform Operation 3.9
along c  I to E0 , so as to get a new foliation E00 , where there is a leaf L00
0
satisfying
that the band B  R1 connects L000 to itself. See Figure 3 for an illustration of the
local picture.
L0
0
L01
L00
0
Figure 3: Perform Operation 3.9 to merge L00 and L01
In any case, we get a simple closed curve cı
1
 .Lı
0
/, cı
1
intersects T ı
1
once. The
holonomy along cı
1
may be nontrivial. We can perform the connected sum of Lı and
a trefoil T r2  S3 to get a link L , and extend the foliation Eı to a foliation E of
Z   int.Nd.L// by a fibration over the circle. Choose two curves d; e on a fiber of
the fibration, so that they intersect in one point. Perform connected sum of cı
1
and d
to get a new curve c
1
in a leaf of .E/. Do Operation 3.9 along e  I to cancel the
holonomy along cı
1
, then the holonomy along c
1
is trivial.
We note that F is a leaf or disjoint union of leaves of the new foliation of Z  
int.Nd.L//, hence G is a leaf of the newly induced foliation of Y   int.Nd.K//.
Now apply Lemma 3.10 to get our desired result for the case that L has two components.
The general case can be proved by the same method. Indeed, by performing connected
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sum with fibred knots and creating holonomy, one can get a leaf which intersects every
@Nd.Ki/. Again, by the same procedure one can get a leaf of E which is connected to
itself by n 1 bands in the n 1 different tubes R1; : : : ;Rn 1 . Hence there are n 1
closed curves in the corresponding leaf of .E/, so that they are dual to T1; : : : ;Tn 1 .
Then perform connected sums with fibred knots and kill the holonomy along these
curves. The last step is to apply Lemma 3.10.
4 Proof of the main theorem for links
For simplicity, we only prove the case when L is a two-component link. The reader
will find that the proof also works for links with more components.
Suppose Y D .Z/ D Z#S2  S1 , K D .L/. Let Yp D Yp.K/ be the manifold
obtained from Y by p–surgery on K .
The next lemma is an analogue of Lemma 3.6.
Lemma 4.1 Let d be an integer satisfying1HFK .Y;K; i/D 0 for i d , and suppose
that d > 1. Then
HFC.Y0; Œd   1/D 0;
where
HFC.Y0; Œd   1/D
M
hc1.s/;ŒbG iD2.d 1/HF
C.Y0; s/
Proof As in the proof of Lemma 3.6, the chain map
‰W C fi  0 or j  d   1g ! C fi  0g
induces an isomorphism  on the homologies. The map ‰ coincides with the map
induced by the cobordism W from Yp to Y , endowed with the Spinc structure r with
hc1.r/; ŒeG i D 2d   2 p:
Here eG is a closed surface in W , obtained from G by capping off @G in W .
We also have the long exact sequence
   !HFC.Y0 ; Œd   1/  HFC.Yp ; Œd   1/ f HFC.Y /!   
Apply the adjunction inequality [15, Theorem 7.1] to T1  Yp , we find that if t 2
Spinc.Yp/ satisfies HFC.Yp ; t/ ¤ 0, then t is torsion. Hence if r0 2 Spinc.W /
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nontrivially contributes to f , r0  r must be a multiple of PD.ŒeG /, where PD is the
Poincare´ duality map. It is not hard to find
c21.r
0/D .2d   2 pC 2kp/
2
p
; k 2 Z:
Now by the degree shifting formula (2), f has the form  C , where  is a sum of
homogeneous maps which have lower orders than  . Since  is an isomorphism, so
is  C . Hence HFC.Y0; Œd   1/D 0.
Now we can proceed to the proof of our main theorem. The proof is not much different
from the proof of [13, Theorem 1.2].
Proof of Theorem 1.1 Suppose L1;L2 are links in Z1;Z2 , respectively. We have1HFK.Z1;L1/˝bHF .Z2/Š1HFK.Z1#Z2;L1/;1HFK.Z1#Z2;L1#L2/˝bHF .S2 S1/Š1HFK.Z1#Z2;L1 tL2/:
By the above formulas, we can assume Z  L is irreducible. By doing connected sum
with the trefoil, we can assume the genus of K is bigger than 1. Now apply Proposition
3.12 to get a symplectic 4–manifold .X; /, X D X1 [Y 
0
X2 , with bC2 .Xj / > 0,R
T 
1
D 0, and
hc1.k.//; ŒbG i D 2  2g.bG /:
By the composition formula (3), the sum
(4)
X
2H1.Y 
0
/
ˆX ;k./Cı
is calculated by a homomorphism which factors through HFC.Y 
0
; k./jY 
0
/.
H1.Y 
0
/Š Z˚Z is generated by the Poincare´ duals of ŒT 
1
 and ŒbG . So the Spinc
structures in (4) are precisely
k./C aPD.ŒT 1 /C b PD.ŒbG / .a; b 2 Z/:
Here PD is the Poincare´ duality map in X . The first Chern classes of these Spinc
structures are
c1.k.//C 2aPD.ŒT 1 /C 2b PD.ŒbG /:
The evaluation of c1.k.// on ŒbG  is 2 2g¤ 0. By the degree shifting formula (2),
we conclude that the terms in (4) that have the same degree as ˆX ;k./ are precisely
those corresponding to k./C a PD.ŒT 
1
/. By [16, Theorem 1.1] and the fact that
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R
T 
1
D 0, ˆX ;k./ is the only nontrivial term at this degree. So HFC.Y 0 ; k./jY 0 /
is nontrivial. Now apply Lemma 4.1, we get our desired result for L .
The result for L holds by the connected sum formula.
5 Alternative links
In [8], Kauffman defined a class of links called “alternative links”. The definition is as
follows:
Definition 5.1 Suppose we have a link diagram D and that D is connected. We apply
Seifert’s algorithm (see [19]) to D , and thus get a collection S of disjoint circles on
S2 . The vertices of D naturally lie in S2 S . We say D is an alternative diagram if
for each component of S2 S , the vertices in this component have the same sign. A
link L is called an alternative link if it has an alternative diagram.
This definition simultaneously generalizes alternating links and positive links. Kauffman
proved that for an alternative link, the surface F obtained from Seifert’s algorithm has
the maximal Euler characteristic among all the Seifert surfaces. Moreover, the rank of
H1.F / is equal to the degree of the Alexander–Conway polynomial. Kauffman proved
his result by showing that all the Kauffman states at the top filtration level have the
same grading. The readers are referred to [8, Chapter 9] for a proof. Here, we only
state Kauffman’s algorithm of getting all the Kauffman states at the top filtration level.
Algorithm 5.2 (Alternative Tree Algorithm, or ATA)
Step 1 Suppose D is a decorated alternative diagram, choose a checkerboard coloring
of the regions. There are two regions RB;RW sharing the distinguished edge, with
coloring black and white respectively. Now we have the black graph B , whose vertices
are the regions with black color, and the edges correspond to vertices of D . Similarly,
there is the white graph W .
Step 2 For B , remove all the edges connecting two corners with 0 contribution to the
filtration level, see Figure 1. Orient the rest edges so that they point to the corners with
contribution 1
2
, hence we get an oriented graph  0
B
.  0
B
usually has many components.
Similarly, we have  0
W
.
Step 3 Find a maximal oriented tree T 1
B
  0
B
, with root at RB . More precisely, T 1B
is a maximal tree so that all edges at RB point away from RB , and no two edges point
to the same vertex. Similarly find a maximal oriented tree T 1
W
with root at RW .
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Step 4 The edges we have chosen correspond to some vertices of D . Choose an edge
corresponding to one of the rest vertices, so that it connects a vertex of T 1
B
to a vertex
R2
B
in  0
B
 T 1
B
. Orient this edge so that it points to R2
B
. Now we choose a maximal
oriented tree in  0
B
with root at R2
B
. The union of the two black trees and the edge
connecting them is a larger tree, called T 2
B
. Similarly, we get a white tree T 2
W
.
Step 5 Repeat the process in the last step to enlarge T 2
B
to a tree T 3
B
, T 2
W
to T 3
W
.
Go on with this process until we get a maximal oriented black tree TB  B and a
maximal oriented white tree TW  W . Suppose v is a vertex of D , v corresponds to
an oriented edge e in TB or TW . Associate to v the corner e points to, hence we get
a Kauffman state x .
Kauffman proved that there always exist Kauffman states obtained by ATA, and the
Kauffman states so obtained are precisely those states at the top filtration level. More-
over, they have the same grading. In fact, we can compute the grading and filtration
level as follows: Suppose c  is the number of components of S2 S in which all the
vertices of D have negative sign, r  denotes the number of regions in these components.
Similarly define cC; rC . Then the grading of the Kauffman states obtained by ATA is
(5) Grmax D jLj   1
2
C r   c 
and their filtration level is
(6) Filmax D jLj   1C r   c
2
D jLjC 1Cm  c
2
where r D rCC r  , mD r   2 is the number of vertices in D , c D cCC c  .
To conclude, we interpret Kauffman’s work in the world of knot Floer homology.
Theorem 5.3 Use notation as above. Suppose D is the diagram of an alternative
link L, then the maximal nontrivial filtration level of1HFK .L/ is the Filmax as in (6).
Moreover,1HFK .L;Filmax/ is freely generated by the Kauffman states obtained from
ATA, with grading Grmax as in (5).
Proof We prove this theorem by induction on jLj. When L is a knot, the result holds
by Kauffman’s work and the results in Subsection 2.3.
When L is a link, choose two different components which have an intersection in D .
Without loss of generality, we can assume this intersection is positive. As in Figure 4,
L is the L0 , and there are two alternative links LC;L  with fewer components. We
have the skein exact sequence
   !1HFK.L ; i/ 1HFK.L0; i/ f1HFK.LC; i/!    ;
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LC
L  LDL0
Figure 4: Crossing change
where f drops the grading by 1
2
.
By induction, Filmax is the maximal nontrivial filtration level of 1HFK .LC/, and1HFK .LC;Filmax/ is supported at grading Grmax 12 . And Filmax 1 is the maximal
filtration level of1HFK .L0/. Furthermore, it is easy to find a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the Kauffman states of LC and Kauffman states of L0 at the top
filtration level. Now our desired result holds.
Remark 5.4 In [1], Cromwell proved that an alternative link is fibred if and only if its
Alexander–Conway polynomial is monic, hence if and only if1HFK .L;Filmax/Š Z.
Cromwell actually proved his result for a (possibly but unlikely larger) class of links
called “homogeneous links”.
It is interesting to ask if the converse of Proposition 2.2 is true for classical links.
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